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On April 28, 2012 My Body. My Business.  went to the Unite Against the War on Women march in LA and
San Diego. Thousands of women gathered all across the country in their state capitals to take a stance
for women's rights. At the LA rally Sarah Silverman spoke, and Zack Gilafinakis ended up randomly
showing up and speaking! Here is a little video of our experience at this march. Unitewomen.org fully
supports This Slut Votes! We fully support them as well. So I thought if we're going to go viral with this, I
want them to have as much exposure as us, because they're such a phenomenal organization
Directory of Anti-Women Legislation
April 10, 2012 @ 11:38 PM
One of the most important lessons I've learned through discussing women's rights through This Slut
Votes, is finding out how many people out there really don't know which states are quietly passing anti-
women legislation or anti-women's health rights legislation.  I decided to create a directory for
everyone to contribute to keep everyone informed.  This will allow you to see what is happening in your
state so that you can protest your behind off alone or with a group, or just write your state lawmakers
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Free PDF Guide - How to  Guide to Becoming an Activist for
Women's Reproductive Rights!  --- My Body. My Business.
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City, State *
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Do you want to take a
leadership role in your
state? *
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Maybe

  Check here if you want to
receive our email newsletter

 I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy *
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state so that you can protest your behind off alone or with a group, or just write your state lawmakers
about your dissatisfaction of their lawmaking abilities!  if you decide to participate in this, copy and
paste a link to a news source or information regarding the anti-women legislation!

Check out the directory of Anti-Women Legislation Here!

The name calling stung, but there it was: One of the most powerful voices in the media calling a
responsible birth control user a "slut" for the nation to hear. Rush Limbaugh, a popular political
talk show host, used that word and others to describe Sandra Fluke, a 30-year-old Georgetown
law student. This was his response to her advocating on behalf of women with health issues, as
she illustrated the financial burdens of obtaining adequate care for many women in this nation. 

If that is how women needing care are being defined, then we are ALL "sluts" in his eyes and in
the eyes of those who agree with him. Well, be warned that this slut votes, and she will be heard
at all levels of government!

If it were only a handful of people, we could laugh it off, but it is not.  There is a vocal minority
are trying to turn back the clock on rights for women in this nation, depriving us of our hard-won
autonomy, privacy and dignity. We are not the property of others, and neither are our bodies.

We need to spread the word that we are entitled to the same dignity, privacy and bodily

integrity that the other half of our population takes for granted.

So please, wear our shirts with pride, and make your voice heard as we fight to protect the right
that every woman has to medical privacy and adequate health care!

Join This Slut Votes

10% of proceeds go to Planned Parenthood.
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